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DNA Update 
 
by James Edgar (james@jamesedgar.ca) 
 
All is quiet on the DNA front—I have nothing to report. That being the 
case, I’ll add a photo further down. 
 
 
As I write this, Jodie and I are only a few days away from a flight to the 
UK where we will attend a family history conference organized by our 
good friends, Fred and Heather Feather of the Essex Society for Family 

History (www.esfh.org.uk and home.btconnect.com/esfh/Speakers.html). It promises to be a 
good one in Basildon, with loads of speakers and activities. 
 
We’ve attended their enjoyable meetings previously while visiting the Feathers in Southend. By 
the time you read this, we’ll be deeply immersed in a talk about some facet of our fascinating 
hobby. What’s not to like? 
 
 

~-~-~-~ 
 
 
A couple of weeks back, I got an email from Michael Reid Foster. He was searching for 
information on his mother’s family and he came across our newsletter #73 where I described 
discovering the families of Edgars in Halifax. One side of the family is descended from James 
Delmar Edgar, the other side from John Reid Edgar (there’s a clue to Michael’s ancestor). 
Michael’s mother was Helen Edgar, John Reid’s daughter! Newsletter #81 gave the story of 
our Halifax gathering last September. 
 
Michael, who works and lives in Ottawa, has a sister Pamela Silver in Halifax. I’ve been onto 
the phone with them both, and they’re so excited that they found us.  
 
 

~-~-~-~ 
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And now, we have this first of two offerings from SteveUK... 
 

DNA Origins 

 
by Steve Edgar (steven-edgar@sky.com) 
 

I have recently been reading some books on the origins of mankind in Europe by 

Stephen Oppenheimer “The Origins of the British,” and by Brian Sykes “The Seven 

Daughters of Eve.” These authors use both yDNA from men and mDNA from women 

to trace the migration paths of the various DNA groups of people in the past, and 

attempt to date the migrations by using DNA subclades and language as a guide. 

I would encourage everyone interested to borrow or buy these books, they are truly fascinating. 

In the books, the R1b Celts are traced to their origins in southwest Europe, beginning their journey in 

northern Spain and thence on to Britain and Ireland after the Ice Age. They also track the invaders of 

Britain—Saxons, Vikings and Normans—looking at the DNA they left behind, mostly verifying the history 

that has already been recorded over the 

millennia. 

 

All of our Edgar DNA can be traced to Celtish, 

Saxon, or Viking DNA except one group—my 

own, the E1b “Greek” DNA group. The 

hypothesis Richard, James, and I came up with 

in a cafe in Newry some years ago was the 

“Kebab Shop on Hadrian’s Wall” idea. Basically, 

the Romans never used local militia to guard or 

serve in any given province. A soldier signed up 

for 25 years, could not be married, and retired (if 

he survived!) as a free man of Rome. The idea 

we had was that a Greek soldier was serving in 

the north of England on or about the Hadrian’s Wall area, he fathered a male child who was absorbed 

into a British family that somehow became an Edgar. For want of a better idea, this has stood us in 

good stead—until now! 

In Oppenheimer’s book, he identifies the E1b1b group as the E3b (we were E3 until information was 

updated a few years ago). He also traced the frequency of this group over the whole of the British 

Isles—none in Ireland and less than 5% in Britain except for a 35% cluster in Abergele in North Wales. 

The E1b group traces its origins back to East Africa 25,000 to 30,000 years ago. They left Africa after 

the Ice Age and settled in the Balkans where their population expanded 7000-8000 years ago. This 

DNA group is recorded as being 35% present in modern Greeks and south Balkan descendants. 

By using the statistics of modern populations, the presence of any particular group’s arrival can be 

calculated. 

Hadrian’s Wall with the Kebab Shop removed 
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The less than 5% of E1bs in the UK would support a single male ancestor, but to my mind, it is a bit 

weak. A son would have to be born 

to a father for each generation over 

2000 years, which does not seem 

entirely possible—not impossible, 

but not likely. 

So, the origins of my DNA must be 

the 35% cluster in Abergele. This 

raises the questions when, why, 

and who? Abergele sits very close 

to the Great Orme—a huge rock 

outcrop that projects into the Irish 

Sea. On top of it are the Bronze 

Age copper mines dating back 

4000 years. 

These mines were established very quickly and operated for hundreds of years. The miners dug into the 

hard rock to extract the valuable copper. There is no sign that these mines or a mining tradition grew up 

in the area. The archaeological evidence does not support a very ancient culture developing; it was 

developed suddenly. 

Prior to this time, copper mining 

and smelting was already 

established in the Balkans. The 

Bronze Age in Greece is recorded 

as starting at about 5000 years 

ago—a thousand years before 

they started mining on the Great 

Orme. Somehow, some copper 

ore must have found its way from 

Wales to Greece, and the 

richness of this ore must have 

encouraged a group of Greek E1b 

copper miners to leave the 

warmth of the Adriatic coast to go 

to the bleakness of Great Orme 

and start digging holes! 

 

From an economic point of view, digging and shipping ore to Greece would not have been viable; far 

more sensible to set up a smelter in Wales and export the copper as billets or rough castings back to 

Greece to be finished as weapons or tools. This mining continued for about 1000 years, until the Iron 

Age. Iron is a lot harder, keeps its edge longer, wears more slowly and its ores are more common all 

over the country. 

Once established, the miners and smelters must have lived locally, probably married local women and 

became “Welsh.” Certainly, over two or three generations, their connection to Greece would have been 

lost. To communicate with the locals they would have had to speak Celtic (Welsh) as well. Their only 

contact would have been the boats arriving on the beach to carry the copper back to Greece. These 

boats may well have not even been Greek. Any trader or sailor would have spotted the commercial 

value of this. Over the years, an estimated 1800 tonnes of copper would have been extracted from the 

known workings. 

The Great Orme Copper Mine entrance 
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Perhaps the sword that Theseus used to kill the Minotaur was made from copper mined on the Great 

Orme! 

The story of King Arthur and the Sword in the Stone hark back to the tradition of using stone moulds to 

cast bronze implements. Copper and tin are added together to make bronze, which is much harder and 

stronger than copper alone and it will hold a sharp edge longer. A stone would be carved out with the 

shape of the sword and molten bronze poured into the relief shape. This would only allow one side to 

the sword to be moulded, a later development was to carve two sides of the sword in stone and put 

them together, face to face with a hole at the top. Molten bronze was poured down the hole. When the 

bronze cooled, the two halves of stone were split apart to reveal the sword. Much filing, grinding, and 

sharpening resulted in a finished item.  

 

 

 

The shape of the sword was developed over many years to be an effective weapon. 

A bronze sword back then would cost the same as a small car now. Over 1000 years the miners only 

managed to extract 1800 tonnes of copper, less than 2 tonnes per year. One tonne of ore would make 

about 15 lbs of copper, but it would take much effort to remove the surrounding rocks to get to the ore. 

The amount of labour needed  to dig the ore was huge and not very effective; then to heat it with wood 

and charcoal (which had to be brought in from afar) using a process that was not very efficient at 

extracting all the copper, moulding it, sharpening, etc., was a huge investment in time and materials. 

In conclusion, there would be a likelihood that my E1b ancestor left Wales at some time and travelled 

further afield looking for more copper, to Scotland or the North of England? Who knows? 

 
 
 

~-~-~-~ 
 
  



Myth or Fact? 

 
by Steve Edgar (steven-edgar@sky.com) 
 

The Edgar Crest at Wedderlie 

Further to my August article, pictured below is the Edgar Crest above the door at 

Wedderlie; the damage was deliberately done as the last Edgar left the house. The 

date on the crest is 1694, which would suggest that whoever sponsored the carving 

did so in the late 17th century. It may have been carved to celebrate a marriage of an Edgar. Given that 

J.H. Lawrence-Archer states that the crest above the door is that of Sir Richard Edgar and consists of 

the Edgar lion rampant and the water boujets of the Ross of Sanquar family 

I have managed to enlarge the crest detail as shown below. This is clearly NOT a water boujet, to my 

eye it looks like a hand bell ? (please let me have your 

opinions on this) 

From the layout of the crest, it looks like there are three 

of them to each quarter (again let me know your 

thoughts). 

 

This crest is on the front wall of the extended portion of 

the house that was built in the 1600s and abuts the 13th 

century fortalice, which is the original building built by Sir 

Richard Edgar. 
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The original fortalice part is shown here to the right of the 

building. On the left is the larger extension, below it looks to 

be a porch. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I have montaged two photos to show the main entrance. The defaced crest is inside the door and over 

another decorated internal doorway—not easy to see without a camera flash or a torch. It seems totally 

illogical to put this crest in this position. The crest must have been above the door of the extension 

when it was built, and the porch added afterwards. 

 

This illustration, at left, drawn in the 1800s and is in J.H. 

Lawrence-Archer’s book. It shows the fortalice, at right, 

the extension and a projecting wing that no longer exists. 

Interestingly, there is a turret that could well be an internal 

staircase. 

So, who was the lady married to an Edgar and who had a 

family crest consisting of three hand bells? 

A quick look at the Web site came up with this: 

Crest: Viz. Azure, three bells, the crest, a hand 
holding a dagger, paleways proper, with the motto, “I 
beir the bel.” 
 
On the Wedderlie Edgar family tree there is a 
George Edgar married to a (?) Bell who had children 
Richard and Patrick in about 1680. This would fit, but 

I don’t have evidence to support this. 
 

 



Pewter Badges 
 
Looking for a solid pewter Edgar Crest? At $18, plus 
shipping, they’re a great way to say “I love my family!” 
(Pewter buttons also available.) 
 
Email me james@jamesedgar.ca 
 
 
 

 
~-~-~-~ 

 

Thank you, Robin Hagedorn of Adelaide, for this snippet: 
 
Notice for the September Newsletter. A reminder to everyone that Ancestry.com is closing its 
Genforum.genealogy.com Web site on 2014 September 5. The contents are supposed to 
remain as an archive online. 
 

~-~-~-~ 
 
 

Picture Time 
 
 
  

This was the view out the front window of our South Armagh B&B in 2009. 
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From Richard Edgar of Tandragee 

(edgar888@yahoo.com) 
 
 
Richard provides these clippings from his local paper, Portadown Today, 
remembering the 100th anniversary of the beginning of The Great War. 
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